NEW DEALERS STARVING OUT OPPOSITION

The New Dealers, not satisfied with plowing under thousands of acres of cotton, wheat, etc. and slaughtering thousands of domestic animals, thereby causing a shortage in food and a galloping rise in prices, are now planning to continue in their vicious food-destruction program by PLOWING UNDER POTATOES.

This year's potato crop is estimated to be 377,000,000 bushels, but the good Secretary of Agriculture Wallace, expert "professional under-plower," believes that this is at least 27,000,000 bushels too much, and has decided that the limit of produce for 1935 must not exceed 350,000,000 bushels. Taxation of three-fourths of a cent a pound, or 45 cents a bushel, is planned for production beyond the "quota limit."

The control of the potato crop cannot be regulated by taxation of excess produce this year as yet, as this provision was not made in the Warren Potato Act, recently rushed through Congress as a supplement to the AAA amendments, but as a good substitute is recommended the plowing under process which proved so successful in plowing under cotton, etc., and which will neatly destroy a great part of the most elemental food of America's population and boost prices for speculating racketeers.

Such is the precise logic of the New Dealers who assure a harassed American people that this sort of planned economy will usher in a "new era of social justice."

This latest good news message from the capital did not appear among the items of political news, but in the financial pages of the New York Times. It had found its rightful place, for this newly to be adopted measure is not a political safeguard for the welfare of the American people, but another racketeering trick of continued on page 7.

SAYS THE JEW ---

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
The closing session of the New York State convention of the American Federation of Labor in Albany was a stormy one. Although William Green, head of the Federation, came out openly in favor of President Roosevelt and the policies of the present administration, several of the delegates attempted to sway the Federation to join the movement for the creation of a third party, a "Labor Party."

This Labor Party has not been founded as yet, but it seems to be destined to become that party which the just ended Seventh Congress of the Communist International in Moscow has recommended. This proposed party is to provide a common meeting ground for the red, pink and semi-pink elements in this country. It is realized in Moscow that the outright communist movement makes too slow headway. The Kremlin strategists think it advantageous to form a party which would be acceptable also to those who object to the importation into this country of 100% Bolshevism. That party would accommodate those who still believe in God, those who still cherish national American aims and finally those who have become aware of the fact that Societ Russia is not the "paradise on earth" that its propagandists are trying so hard to make us believe it is.

Thus, under the camouflage of a national American Labor party for social justice, the marxist Arch-enemies of nationalism and true socialism are trying to catch those in their red net who otherwise would frown upon pure, naked Bolshevism. This is a round-about way, typically Jewish, of swelling the ranks of the marxist movement through trickery, deception and false pretense. Future developments will show whether the intelligence of the American people is really as low as the plotters in Moscow imagine it to be.

To come back to the A. F. of L. convention in Albany. A delegate sought to influence the assembly in favor of the unborn red Labor party. He was shouted down. Whereupon Abraham Lefkowitz, representing the Teachers' Union (1) of New York City, jumped up to plead for a chance for his comrade to speak. He also charged that the hecklers who prevented his comrade from speaking are not real labor men. (Are any of the representatives of the A. F. of L. "real labor men"?) Shouts and fists flew in the air until Joseph P. Ryan, Federation vice-president, attacked Abraham Lefkowitz as follows:

"We have recognized for years that this delegate Lefkowitz isn't a real labor man. When our delegates protested some of his speech-making, we were protesting the tactics of some of these people who are really borers within. When they talk about a new Labor party, a new labor movement, they mean only one thing, only one alliance - with the Communist party. That's the type he and they represent."

Well spoken, Mr. Ryan! But, if the A.F. of L. has been aware of this fact for years, why does it not act to rid itself of these red elements and their influence? Why does the Federation not expel the carriers of marxist poison, namely the Jews? Why does the Federation obey the demand of this asiatic race to boycott Germany whose workers at last found freedom, honor and work in a united nation, unmolested by Judeo-Marxist obstructionists and agitators? The Jewish boycott of German goods has had at least one practical result: It has opened the eyes of thinking men to the realization that this boycott has harmed America more than Germany. Plain fact is that American exports to Germany dropped to a far greater degree than German exports to America. This means that thousands upon thousands of American farmers, manufacturers, business-men and laborers suffer a drastic curtailment of income. Above all, many thousands of workers have thus lost their jobs, their means of livelihood, as a result of the Jewish private war with reawakened Germany.

Mr. William Green! If these workers of brain and of brawn were to come to you to ask why you place the interests of an alien asiatic race above those of the working, value-creating masses of American toilers, whose interests your Federation of Labor professes to champion, what would, what could your answer be? If truthful, you would have to admit that you are a puppet of international Jewry, that you were placed at the helm of the labor organization in order to obstruct, to sabotage real progress toward social justice, that you incited your followers to boycott Germany
at the command of your Jewish overlords.

Mr. Green: You decry the destruction of the marxist labor unions by national socialistic Germany. You know that this is not true. You are very well aware of the fact that only the union bosses who, like their equivalents in America, incited the union members to strikes, riots, bloodshed and class warfare while they themselves pocketed fat salaries and lived a life of plenty on the sweat-money of the workers, have been dealt with in a manner truly deserved. The labor movement as such, however, has not been destroyed, as you falsely claim, but has been consolidated into one powerful Labor Front comprising about 25,000,000 members. The German worker today no longer needs to strike for his rights for there are shop committees in every establishment which settle any dispute between employer and employee that may arise. Working conditions not worthy of human beings as they previously existed during the liberalistic-marxist administrations have come to an end. Once again the German worker is proud to be a link in the chain of national economics and he gladly renders his share to the advancement of national welfare. He knows that the national socialist government is fully backing him true to its principle "The welfare of the Community above the interests of groups or individuals."

The American Federation of Labor during its nearly 50 years of existence has collected about Eight Hundred Million dollars in membership dues under the pretense of fighting for social justice. And what is the result today of this half century of "fight?" We have in this country today more unemployed than ever, wages lower than ever, working conditions more coolie-like than ever, and the breach between employer and employee wider than ever! This is the record of the A. F. of L.'s "fight for labor's rights." Why? Because American workers have been fighting in a fog, combattng those with whom they should cooperate and not knowing their real enemies, their own leaders. The leaders of the labor movement have time and again betrayed the cause of labor and the tragedy of it is that the workers do not realize it.

American worker! It is time that you wake up! It is time that you know your real enemies who have used you as an instrument for the attainment of their selfish interests! Get out of that fog which has blinded you! Know your enemies and fight them to the end. Tear the mask of humanitarian brotherhood and liberalism off your self-styled labor leaders and you will discover the grave-diggers of social justice!

AMERICAN WORKER! Before it is too late, before this nation is entangled in the meshes of internation Bolshevism and civil war, join an AMERICAN NATIONAL SOCIALIST MOVEMENT, strengthen the ranks of our fighting organization, become a soldier of our idealism! Spread the faith of the Nordic race and fight the encroachment of Judeo-Marxist exploitation!

FIGHT AND, NEED BE, DIE SO THAT YOUR CHILDREN MAY LIVE!

Hml.

THE KENSINGTON STONE

In August 1898, a Swedish farmer named Olof Chman in the village of Kensington, Minnesota, made a remarkable discovery. In felling a tree, he had considerable difficulty, and upon examination found that a huge rectangularly shaped stone weighing about 200 pounds, was firmly clasped by the roots of the tree. He gave no particular attention to the stone until his little son in dusting it with his cap, found the smooth surface of the stone to be covered with strange inscriptions. Since these had the appearance of runic writings, they aroused the curiosity of the farmer and caused much excitement in the vicinity of the village. Thousands came to view the stone which was then exhibited in a bank window of Kensington.

The first examine the runic inscriptions was Prof. O. J. Breda of the University of Minnesota. Prof. Breda, however, to whom a copy of the inscriptions had been sent, declared that these were not genuine. Thereupon thousands of laymen repeated this statement in newspapers and magazines and it was generally regarded as true. In the meantime the stone had been sent to Prof. George O. Curme, who sent copies of it to scholars in Europe, but again the stone was returned as a forgery. The stone was then used by the farmer, who had in the meanwhile become discouraged with the many failures to translate the writing or definitely establish the genuity of the stone,
as a threshold for his granary. Thus the stone lay unnoticed for nine years, fast
down, fortunately, as was yet to be proven.

In 1907 attention was again drawn to the remarkable find, through the interests
of a Swede, named Hjalmar Holand, who by chance visited the vicinity of Kensington.
He removed the stone from its lowly position, intending to take it home as a souv-
but the skillful writing of the uniformally high-letters, so impressed and in-
trigued Holand that he seriously doubted the previous findings of the professors
and scholars, and set about to newly translate the mysterious writing.

His intense interest, since the writing was that of his forefathers who accord-
ing to the date inscribed upon the stone, had traversed the North American continent
in the year 1362, induced him to devote years of study to the history of the stone.

Hundreds of articles have been written for and against the genuity of the stone
since its discovery. The genuity of the script was disputed since several of the
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ably, several hundred years old. Altogether Holand counted 220 characters and 62
double dots which denoted the separation of the words. The complete translation of
the runic inscriptions is as follows:

1 (We are) 8 Goths (Swedes) and 22 Norwegian on
2 (an) exploration-journey from
3 Vinland over the West (i.e. through the western regions) We
4 had camp by 2 skerries (i.e. lake wherein are two
skerries) one
5 days journey north from this stone
6 We were (out) and fished one day After
7 we came home (we) found 10 (of our) men red
8 with blood and dead Ave Maria
9 Save (us) from evil
10 (We) have 10 of our party by the sea to look
11 after our ships (or ship) 14 days-journey
12 from this island Year 1362
The interest that was re-aroused through the labors of Hjalmar Holand, brought to him many other discoveries which persons in the neighboring states of Minnesota had found. Among these various tools, implements and weapons, most of which were of Indian origin, were found two hatchets and a spear such as were used in Scandinavia in the fourteenth century and which may have been brought to this country by the group of men who described themselves as 8 Goths and 22 Norwegians.

The question has been raised what became of these adventurers who had dared to penetrate into the midst of a wild continent that was inhabited only by Indians. A credible answer is supplied by the American Explorer Catlin, who about ninety years ago had already found that the Mandan Indians who inhabited the region between the upper Mississippi and Missouri, showed a very noticeable trace of mixture with the white race at a time when the white man had not yet made a permanent home in America. Individuals were found with blue eyes and very fair skin. In the drawings made by Catlin and reproduced in Hjalmar Holand's book "The Kensington Stone" (published in 1933), the strain of blood of the white race can easily be identified. It is most likely then that the remaining white men who had not become victims of the Indians, became friendly with them and in intermingling, their blood was absorbed by the redmen who to this day are conspicuous because of their light-colored skin.

All the proofs put forward by Hjalmar Holand for the genuity of the stone have been duly examined by European specialists and been found correct. The genuity of the Kensington Stone may therefore technically be regarded as established, although doubting persons still concern themselves with the question as to what could have induced these early visitors of America to travel so far since no white men at that time were known to have been here except the first discoverer of America, Leif Ericson, who came to the shores of Massachusetts in the year 1004, and Norsemen who frequently visited the North American Atlantic coast in the 11th and 12th centuries.

The doubts expressed questioning the genuity of the Kensington Stone are too insignificant in the face of the substantiating proofs obtained through years of earnest research and a thorough study of the old characters.

For centuries past the attention of the people of Europe and North America has been focused on excavations and discoveries of ancient relics of Asia's past. Writers of books, magazine and newspaper articles devoted their efforts to describing the work of the explorers in the East, and analyzing discoveries which were said to have a bearing on certain Bible stories or the history of the Jews. Although there were not only discrepancies in these discoveries relative to the stories which were purported to confirm, but often changed the entire meaning or proved that the stories of the Jewish history were not actually of their history, but tales gathered from the history of other peoples and used by the Jews to enhance their glory, these grave doubts did not stand in the way of glorifying the Jews' past history.

But research of the past history of the Nordic peoples has not only been ignored by historians and scholars who spent their time unearthing and seeking to establish facts in the past history of the Jews, but has been deliberately falsified; and cultural relics have been destroyed. Other stones which have at some time or other appeared in various parts of the world, as well as works of art and writing have vanished and not been recovered.

Whose interest is served in purposely destroying all traces of the history of the Nordic race?

This is part in the Jewish program to enslave all inhabitants of the world, especially those of the Nordic race, whose geniality has given to the world the greatest cultural possessions. But it has been done more quietly and subtly than the economic and political part of the program. In destroying the culture created by our ancestors and burning the writings which recorded their life, all traces of our earliest history were wiped out and gradually forgotten by our people. Our people were taught to disrespect their own forefathers, their wisdom became lost to them and they were taught to look for guidance to an alien race who enmeshed their minds in alien ideas. Through stressing the culture of the people of the East,
misperceiving and distorting the facts of our own history, the illusion was created that the culture of the Nordic race was brought to them from the Orient through the Jews. The opposite is true, as has been proven by numerous new discoveries.

Wherever people of the Nordic race have settled, there arose cultural works of which only the ruins are visible today. These works crumbled and fell to pieces when the blood of the Nordics became mingled and lost within that of the natives of other races, who were unable to continue the work of those before them.

Such proof of the Norsemen's daring courage as the Kensington Stone is of course an unwelcome and disturbing obstacle in the presentation of the story that our forefathers were ignorant barbarians. Today, when we know that these "ignorant barbarians", after leaving their northern country to seek new regions that would yield to them the needs of life which their over-populated country could not give them, through their creative ability became masters over the natives of the countries to which they migrated, being known then as Greeks, Romans and Indo-Germans, the remains of whose culture are still famed throughout the world, what then is so surprising about the fact that valiant Norsemen traversed America at such an early date?

One of the most pronounced characteristics of the Nordic's soul is his insatiable longing to explore, create and build. Urged on forever by dreams of great creative achievements, exploring and working incessantly to realize his dreams, it was the Nordic, the dreamer, who has formed the world's greatest realities in making true the image perceived in his dream.

What explanation need we for the mysterious presence of a stone in the wilds of America at a time when no white man had settled there, than the realization that a great longing to explore this unknown country had urged them to make the dangerous trip? Do we not owe our country to the valor and fearlessness of the Nordic pioneers who came several hundred years later and encountered the same dangers as did those who came before them? For freedom from money-tyranny and the liberty to work, they sacrificed their lives. They dreamed of building a new nation, but their dream was disturbed by those of another blood whose centuries-old dream of destruction had restlessly driven them on and scattered them over the face of the earth, to fulfill their dream of destruction.

But the soul of the Nordic American has newly awakened and he has begun once more to dream - the dream to complete the work begun by his forefathers, that of an America to be! Vaguely only the pictures of this new America take on form in the minds of those whose hands reach out to untangle the threads of darkness that have been spun about the minds of those of their people who have been lured by the dreamers of destruction, so that these again may see. This dream has already roused a desire for action and here and there the signs of newly heartened valor have shown themselves.

As we march on to do new work, we shall in memory carry with us the great deeds of our forefathers. And in re-establishing the link between the past of our forefathers' past and of our today, the men of the future generation will pride themselves in unearthing, not the history of our destroyers - the Jews, but the truth about the beginning of our own people's history, exposing forever the age-old lie about the barbarism of our forefathers.

For us the "mystery" of the Kensington Stone is solved!

-------------------

Baptism, nor even cross-breeding are of any avail. We remain Jews even unto the hundredth generation, as we have been 3000 years before. We do not lose the odor of our race. In every cohabitation with every woman our race is the domineering one; the result of such are young Jews.

Prof. Eduard Gans (Jew).
Financial speculation of the Jew and gangster-ridden political system in toda-
ministration. This crooked, evil design is a crime against all codes of human decen-
and an outrage upon all sense of social justice, for this plan is not carried out
to aid the laboring farmer or the worker to whom potatoes represent one of the most
vital foods for his family; the effect of the plan is to raise prices for the in-
between chiseling Jewish speculators!

Adam J. Tawdul, who recently in a series of articles appearing in the New York
American, ventured to question if the famine in Russia, in which about 10,000,000
people perished, was a "planned famine." Can there be any doubt, when deeply con-
sidering the full meaning of underplowing such foodstuffs as potatoes in the United
States? The control of the United States, as Russia, is in the hands of the Jewish
money lords, whose mercenary aims are to bring all money as well as all produced
and natural wealth into their grip through government "planned economy," and human
lives themselves must be destroyed to comply with these devilish plans.

What could social justice be in this case, at this time of near-starvation?
First, it would be necessary to definitely ascertain whether there actually exists
a surplus in potatoes. If so, the only just way for the government to dispose of
same, if it wished to interfere in private farming for the sake of "social justice"
would be to have the surplus crop of potatoes brought to the city free of charge
and distributed to the needy direct, without first providing the Jewish in-between
"trader" with his "share of the profits." Any suggestion that this might entail too
heavy expenses for the government must immediately be brushed aside as ridiculous,
considering that millions of dollars have been spent to DESTROY FOOD, and that further
more, billions of dollars have already been spent for relief. This simple common-
sense method of regulating the distribution of food that is grown in certain parts
of the country and needed in others, but which at no time can be considered "surplus,
in itself proves that the reverse plan of disposal of food through destruction, is
planned starvation. There is no doubt that government can justly regulate the social
needs of its people if said government is "representative of the people," but as to
day it is representative only of high finance in the interest of Judah, any such
regulation is for the advancement of aggravated economic distress and already exist-
ing misery.

A recent health examination of the public school children in New York City alone
disclosed the alarming fact that nearly half of these children are undernourished.
This means that they face an adult life of poor health, and when we consider that the
children of today are the generation of tomorrow, we can estimate the harm that is
being done the nation in rearing these children without proper nourishment. Instead
of exploiting the vast opportunities that are in this country at the disposal of a
government that is genuinely interested in the welfare of its people and the upbuild-
ing of the nation, the present government with planned deliberation not only obstruct
the opportunities that offer themselves for continued improvement but through the
most unscrupulous and merciless calculations artificially bring about starvation in
this land of plenty.

This is not only a duplicate plan of the "planned famine" in Russia, a vast
country that was once the granary of the world, but in accordance with the Protocols
of the Elders of Zion, which state that "By want and envy, and hatred which it en-
genders, we (the Jews) shall move the mobs and with their hands we shall wipe out
those who hinder us on our way."

This "planned starvation program then is only a means to wipe out opposition!
The broad masses of the people are literally being reduced to starvation and in turn
forced to avail themselves of a starvation dole from the government through "relief
doses." Unable to find employment and gradually having become broken in morale
through the unnatural and unhealthy conditions willfully brought about, their abso-
late dependence upon the charity handed to them from the government is assured.
Now the government, in handing out its dole, is in the position to "buy" all its de-
sired powers from the people through their "representatives." Opposition has been
won through the threat of starvation!
Such evilly corrupt conditions in the government of any country can exist only where the power of control is in the hands of a Jewish minority who are filled with an all-consuming hate for non-Jews and the existence of a civilization and social order which was not of their creation. Where the reigns of government are in the hands of true representatives of the people of a nation, such conditions are impossible, for the reason best explained in the words of Professor Clarence G. Campbell, spoken at the World Population Congress in Berlin:

"Any patriotism worthy of the name carries with it a willingness on the part of individuals not only to cooperate in the common interest but to sacrifice individualistic aims and submit themselves to discipline in the ultimate interest of the group."

A Jew cannot experience the emotion of patriotism, for he is a stranger in every land. His interest is not devoted to the welfare of the nation in which he finds abode, but only to his own individualistic selfish ends, always at the expense of the non-Jews.

The people of the United States, if they are desirous of bringing about conditions of true social justice, must unite and through a closely knit political organization, sweep the Jews out of politics. There can be no salvation for American without solution of the Jewish problem.

SUPER-POWERS PLOTTING SECOND WORLD WAR

Day by day the situation in Africa assumes a more menacing aspect, the possibility of another world war daily takes on more realistic proportions and through the reflections in the press, it is clear to define the atmosphere which it seeks to create.

In view of the fact that the press in the face of the national restoration program of Hitler in Germany sought to break down or foil the fulfillment of that program by incessantly pointing to Hitler's plans as the world's greatest menace to peace, the resigned attitude of the press in regard to Mussolini's plans in Africa may justly be interpreted as a tacit approval. The international press, as the most vital instrument to further the aspirations of All Judah, may at all times be recognized as the obedient servant of Judah, but this fact is especially pronounced now in the reflections gathered in the press, and from this fact alone may be deduced that Mussolini's program is endorsed by Jewry.

The Jews, backing Mussolini in his campaign against Ethiopia, the sentiment as carried by every line in countless newspaper articles, is distinctly pro-Mussolini and anti-England. This was most frankly revealed by the following words of the Pope, which not only confirm the anti-English feeling of Rome in harmony with Judah, but are a fine illustration of international super-powers' diplomacy:

"One thing which seems to us above a shade of doubt is that, if the need of expansion is a fact which must be taken into account, the right of defense has some limits of moderation which must be guarded in order that the defense does not become guilty."

His standpoint is thereby made clear. He approves of the methods Mussolini has adopted to secure Ethiopia for his overpopulated nation. But his words "that the defense does not become guilty," carry an unwarranted and uncalled for reprimand directed against England - "the defense," which throw a revealing gleam of light upon the secret plans of the supranational powers.

What are the rights of defense? According to simple conceptions of right and wrong, an individual or country who faces attack, has the moral and legal right to defend himself or itself and go to the limits of self-defense. In cases of individuals where a person is threatened with murder, no law will dispute his right of self-defense, even if defending himself means to kill the would-be murderer. Self-defense is a primitive law of nature in compliance with the law of self-preservation. If a nation is threatened with attack which may lead to war and the slaughter of her people, that nation has the right to prepare for self-defense, to manufacture
ammunition and to mobilize her people, in order to prevent attack or to overpower the aggressor.

These simple interpretations of defense have no dual meaning.

How then, can defense become guilty of attack? It cannot - but it may be made to appear guilty through the proper propaganda.

What right England has to her immense possessions in Africa cannot be discussed at this time and is immaterial in reference to the entanglements into which she is being drawn as the "defensive" nation in the ensuing conflict.

The safety of these possessions is at hazard. Since England is not capable of producing the living necessaries of her people upon the small isles and is largely dependent upon the produce of her colonies, she is bound to protect their safety and take the proper steps to defend them from possible attack and serious disturbance.

Casting a further glance at the direction of India, it might well be possible that this prized possession of England is also in danger of becoming lost to England. Should Mussolini take possession of the Suez Canal and Port Said, the mighty British Empire would be no more. And it cannot be assumed that the motives urging Mussolini to march upon Ethiopia are no deeper than to bring Ethiopia under Italian dominion. Future developments will prove that the campaign against Ethiopia is simply a pretext to crush England.

That at these early stages of the conflict, allusion is already made to this defense as "becoming guilty," intimates with certainty the seriousness of these future developments.

Italy is not a "nationalist" country under Fascist regime in the sense that Germany is under the National Socialist regime. Behind the mask of "Fascism" lurks the grimacing face of the Jew. Mussolini's army head is the Jewish General Graziani. The Senate and the House of Italy each harbor four Jews and the Fascist Party Director is another Jew, Prof. Vicchio, who is also League of Nations financial expert. Freemasonry has been restored. On the other hand, Mussolini's much heralded power is largely derived from and ruled over by the Pope. His power comes not from the depth of his people but from the height of supernatural powers. His actions therefore cannot be regarded as nationalistic for the sole concern of his people, but must be looked upon as the executed instructions of those above him, namely the supernatural powers of Rome and Judah.

England is also not a self-governing country, but is guided by the super-power of Judah. But being a Protestant country, it does not enjoy the protection of Rome. Still, there is no reason to assume that the Jews of England will support that country. The Jews never work contrary to one another in a great crisis of this sort. Being a rootless people with no attachment for any particular country, they will readily betray a nation whose hospitality they have enjoyed, if such betrayal profits their plans. It has been established that in every war, the Jews in the enemy camps worked hand in hand, directing events of opposing sides for their own benefit. The Jews of England are still in a most powerful position in that nation, but also face the greatest danger due to the fact that the predominantly Nordic population of England is seriously at work to unseat their throne to prevent the installation of a Bolshevist Republic, and the anti-English feeling in the Jewish press outside of the British Isles, explains fully the purpose of Judah's plans.

Both Italy and England are still monarchies at a time when through the installation of Republics, the Jews in almost every other European nation have succeeded to plant the seed of Bolshevism into these and through a series of well-planned economic failures, "depressions," etc., have succeeded in bringing nearer to realization their plan to sovietize the world.

While it is impossible to foresee the exact gravity or the extent to which a new world conflict might lead, there is no doubt that its beginning has come about as another intrigue of Judah, from which both Italy and England will eventually suffer, but it is also clear, that the severest thrust is directed against Nordic England, that Rome and Judah are allied against her.
In the light of these considerations an article published in a recent number of Le Patriote, Canadian French nationalist newspaper, becomes of major importance. The article briefly states that according to a report, England had signed a contract with a number of very influential Jewish bankers in 1917, through the pen of Lord Balfour. Under the terms of this contract, England is said to have obliged herself to protect the Jews and to interfere on their behalf with the actions of any Government that would tolerate any steps being taken against the Jews. In return for this obligation on the part of England, the Jews of the world supported England in the World War.

England, however, has not only omitted to act on behalf of the Jews in Germany, but has contrary to the wishes of the Jews in the House of Peers (controlled by over 50 Jews), signed a naval contract with Germany, which at the time was reported by the press to also have aroused considerable antagonism in Italy.

Such "predatory" actions on the part of England may easily force England to pocket the guilt of the Italian-Ethiopian war in due time, considering that Germany, too, is regarded as dangerous to the peace of the world and the welfare of mankind by the Pope.

How strong is the pressure now exerted upon England is perhaps reflected in the masses of the Communists, who are ignorant of the real issues at stake and the purpose for which they are used. In the Communist ranks, the avowed hatred against "Nazi" Germany has been stretched to cover England as well. It is no longer simply: Germany must be destroyed, but: Germany and England must be destroyed.

It is to be hoped that the nationalist forces of England and the United States will soon succeed in throwing off the yoke of Jewish supernational power, as did Germany, and together with Germany for the salvation and protection of the white race.

---
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TRUE TO MARXIST PRINCIPLES.

According to a report from Pocatello, Idaho, N. Y. Times August 29, the 200 boys ordered 121 girls for "a party." The order read: "Ship to each enrollee of Company 910, The Flats, Soda, Idaho, one each, girls, GI, complete with lines. Total number required, 121." "GI," the quartermaster explained, means "government issue," a term used on all government requisitions.

Are young American women already trained according to marxist principles to become "community property?"